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Abstract
The purpose of this deliverable is to provide information about the implementation and testing
of installations of the FIBRE-BR infrastructure. This information includes hardware, software,
configuration, and the proposed topology for the experimental facility and its physical
connections, the progress of the first mile connection between each experimental facility and
FIBRENet (FIBRE-BR Network), and the proposal of FIBRENet itself.
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1 Acronyms
RNP National Research and Education Network (Rede
Nacional de Ensino e Pesquisa)
CMF Control and Monitoring framework
OMF cOntrol and Management Framework
OF OpenFlow
OCF OFELIA Control Framework
OXA OFELIA Xen Agent
VPN Virtual Private Network
AM Aggregate Manager
RM Resource Manager
LPM Longest Prefix Match
R&D Research & Development
RedeComep Community Networks for Education and Research
FUNTTEL Fund for the Technological Development of
Telecommunications
USP University of São Paulo
FAPESP São Paulo Research Foundation (Fundação de Amparo
à Pesquisa de São Paulo)
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2 Scope
This document is the result of the task T2.2 and T2.3 of WP2 of the FIBRE project. It reports on
the implementation and testing of FIBRE-BR infrastructure installations.
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3 Reference Documents
FIBRE’s Description of Work, available under request to WP1.
FIBRE FP7 Project Public Deliverable 2.1
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4 Introduction
The Brazilian testbed designed and built in WP2, will include sites (aka islands) at each of the
ten Brazilian partners in this project. Figure 1 shows the geographical locations of the Brazilian
sites in which five of them are in southern Brazil, one site in the North, and two sites in the
Northeast and in the Central Western regions (including RNP).

Figure 1: Geographical locations of the Brazilian sites

These sites will be interconnected using private (level-2) channels over wide area and
metropolitan networks made available to the Brazilian research and education community.
These include RNP’s National Ipê backbone network, the GIGA testbed network jointly
maintained by RNP and CPqD, and the KyaTera testbed network in São Paulo state, supported
by FAPESP (Paulo Research Foundation). RNP-owned metropolitan networks will be used for
access where necessary, and RNP international connections will provide access to other
international testbeds, such as FIBRE-EU (OFELIA and NITOS testbeds), for federation purposes
(in WP4).
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FIBRE-EU

FIBREN
et

Figura 2: FIBRE-BR site with examples of site-specific resources and external connectivity

Each individual site will have a common set of OpenFlow-enabled core switches, some based
on NetFPGA and others on production-quality switches, together with their controller(s), as
well as a computer server, appropriately virtualized and physical machines, plus a cluster of
Icarus wireless nodes. Each site will propose its own possible extensions, integrating sitespecific resources to FIBRE, such as wireless access testbeds (WiFi, WiMax, 3G/4G), OF-enabled
equipment, optical networks or even more complex testbeds with heterogeneous resources
and their own control framework (e.g.: the Emulab cluster at University of São Paulo - USP ).
Figure 2 illustrates a FIBRE site, its common facilities and examples of site-specific resources
and external connectivity alternatives.

Software development will involve control and monitoring framework (CMF) customization,
including measurement services inspired on the proposed GENI’s instrumentation and
measurement system and based on perfSONAR services and data representation , and, in WP4,
support for federation with other testbeds, including those of the European partners in this
project.
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5 FIBRE-BR Installations
This section will present some information about the hardware and software installed at each
location, their configuration as well as how are they connected to the existing infrastructure.

5.1 Specification of technical requirements hardware
FIBRE-BR is composed by the set of hardware presented in Table 1, where it is described the
current status of each piece of equipment and all the island are composed of the following
elements:


IBM Server: It is the server used to host the virtualized servers (OMF and OCF). Also, it
will host all the new virtual machines created by the experimenters;



NetFPGA server: Used to enable researchers to build working prototypes of highspeed, hardware-accelerated networking systems;



Icarus Node: It is a wireless-enabled PC that allows experiments with wireless nodes;



Control (Conventional) Switch: Used to interconnect all the equipment and provide the
infrastructure to control them;



“Pure” OF Switch: Used to interconnect the data plane of all equipment in order to
create OpenFlow virtual topologies;



Standard Server “Monitoring”: Used to monitor the entire network;



Hybrid Switch: Used to interconnect the FIBRE-BR islands with the RNP backbone.

Table 1 - Hardware Status
Hardware

UFPA UFPE UFG UFF UFRJ CPqD USP UFSCar RNP

Status

IBM Server “CF”

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 Delivered!

NetFPGA

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3 Delivered!

Icarus Node (1st Batch)

7

5

5

0

2

2

2

2

0 purchasing process

Icarus Node (2ndBatch)

1

3

3

2

6

6

0

1

0 to be purchased

Control (Conventional) Switch

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 purchasing process

“Pure” OpenFlow Switch

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 purchasing process

Rack + Accessories

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0 Delivered!

Standard Server “Monitoring”

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 under specification

Hybrid Switch

PA

PE

GO

RJ

RJ

SP

SP

SP

DF purchasing process

The last line of Table 1 shows the distribution of Hybrid Switches over the FIBRENet. Seven
states will host the hybrid switches as show in Figure 8 which will provide the interconnection
to the other sites.
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Figure 3 - Equipment interconnections
Figure 3 shows the interconnection among all the equipment in a FIBRE-BR island. The green
lines represent the connections from all the equipment to the Control Switch which
constitutes the control plane. The red lines show the data plane links between the Openflow
switches, NetFPGA Servers and the Icarus nodes. The blue lines show the data plane links of
the FIBRE Virtual Server with the OpenFlow Switch and the NetFPGA Servers. The black line
shows the link that will connect the island to the FIBRENet.

5.2 Control and Monitoring Framework Software
The Control and Monitoring Frameworks (CMFs) evaluated by Task 2.3 were OCF, OMF, and
ProtoGENI.
OFELIA Control Framework (OCF) is a set of software tools for testbed management. It controls
the experimentation life cycle, including reservation, instantiation, configuration, monitoring
and non-instantiation. OCF is currently deployed in OFELIA FP7 project testbed, the European
Openflow testbed. The idea behind its architecture is heavily influenced by the experience of
other testbed management tools and GENI architectural concepts. The OCF features are full
software stack: frontend, clearinghouse and resources managers (AMs) and Support for
management of Openflow, Virtual Machines (currently XEN), and Emulab resources.
In addition, OMF (cOntrol and Management Framework) is a framework developed in Ruby
language and based on XMPP (eXtensible Messaging and Presence Protocol) with the focus on
controlling and managing network devices. The OMF suite also provides OML (OMF Monitoring
Library), which allows instrumentation of applications for collecting measurements. Actually,
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OMF depends on a suite of software components in order to provide services such as dynamic
IP addressing, remote booting, remote OS imaging and data archiving. The OMF architecture
consists of 3 logical planes: control, measurement, and management. The control plane
includes the OMF tools that a researcher uses to describe his/her experiments, and the OMF
entities responsible for orchestrating them. The measurement plane includes the OMF tools to
instrument an experiment, and the corresponding OMF entities to collect and store measured
data. The management plane includes the OMF functions and entities to provision and
configure the resources, which are provided by the testbed facilities and used by the
experiments.
Finally, ProtoGENI is a control and monitoring framework software from the University of
Utah. It is based on an enhanced version of the Emulab testbed management software. The
Emulab testbed is used to perform experimental network and research about distributed
systems. ProtoGENI was created to provide the integration between Emulab and other
testbeds in order to build the Cluster C facility of GENI. This control framework was designed
based on the SFA (Slice-based Facility Architecture) for federation among the testbeds. The
Clearing House behaves as a central registry, coordinating the federation. The Aggregate
Manager and Slice Authority are responsible for the operation and the resources control.
Finally, the RSpec is a data interchange format to describe resources properties consistently
between testbeds.
On Table 2, it is shown which CMF will be installed in each island. All islands will use both OCF
and OMF, except USP. Moreover, it will be installed ProtoGENI CMF. The decision about which
islands should install each CF was made on first workshop Fibre (KoM) at Ouro
Preto/MG/Brazil.

Table 2 - CMFs to be deployed at each island
CMF/Island UFPA

UFPE

UFG

UFF

UFRJ

CPqD

USP

UFSCar

RNP

OFELIA

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

OMF/OML

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

ProtoGENI

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

From this, Table 3 shows the status of the process installation at universities islands. On time,
the Ofelia CF was installed almost throughout all islands, some of them using the newest 0.3
version. Just UFG island has OMF installed in physical devices. UFRJ and UFPA has also installed
OMF but employing virtual nodes. Other islands are waiting for Icarus wireless node to start
the installation process. The EMULAB and ProtoGENI CF is already installed at the USP island.

Table 3 - Status Installation CF’s
CF/Status

UFPA

UFPE

UFG

UFF

UFRJ

CPqD

USP

UFSCar

RNP

OFELIA

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

OMF/OML

NO

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO
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YES

-

-

As illustrated in the previous section, each island will have five servers, one IBM server that will
receive software related to virtualization operational system (V.O.S.) and services like
authentication, control framework and monitoring. Three NetFPGA servers will be configured
as openflow node that will need software as VOS, openflow software switch monitoring agents
and NetFPGA openflow applications. After several webconference meetings with technical
island teams, it was chosen a preliminary template for the configuration and installation
processes. The software installation and configuration is currently following the diagram
illustrated on Figures 4(a) and 4(b).

Figure 4 - Configuration and Installation Diagram to FIBRE Server

In order for the IBM Server to run experiments’ virtual machines through OXA (OFELIA Xen
Agent), which is based on XEN virtualization, it was recommended to install Debian Wheezy
version 7 as the main VOS and running a XEN specific kernel based on Xen version 4. The idea
was to install an OXA agent at the dom0, that will receive requests from the OFELIA CF to
create experiments’ virtual machines on the FIBRE testbed. Also, it is needed to install several
other virtual machines to accomplish all the rest of the tasks based on FIBRE-BR. We list these
VMs:
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1. VM OFELIA Portal: all the software of OFELIA in a single place, Expedient, Opt-in, vtmanager and FLOWVISOR as well. This virtual machine will have 2 virtual interfaces,
one associated with the Internet such that experimenters can access the portal, and
the other associated with the control network to send commands to OXA agents and
to send commands to OpenFlow control network (this control network could be
further sliced in several VLANs to support these tasks).

2. LDAP Server: this is the main authentication server. It can support a VPN tunnel as
well, if necessary. The virtual interface is connected to the Internet, thus it is reachable
from other islands that want to do remote experiments.

3. ZenOSS Virtual HostMonitor ZenPack: this is the server that will provide monitoring
facilities to the FIBRE-BR island, so it needs the extension Virtual Host Monitor (it could
be the case that this will need to be installed in dom0), in order to read the status of
the several Xen virtual machines. There are three virtual network interfaces, one for
each virtual network necessary to be inspected.

4. OMF AM and OMF RC Virtual Machines: these are the virtual machines that will
compose the OMF separate but co-located testbed, it could be also used to help
experimenters in orchestrating their experiments. The OMF RC VM has two virtual
interfaces so that it uses the Control Network and the Experiment Network, while the
OMF AM is connected to the Control Network (but it could be the case to connect to
the Internet as well to accomplish remote experiments).

5. OXA Virtual Machines: At last, new virtual machines are loaded on demand according
to the experimenters needs using the OXA Agent, and these virtual machines as usual
have two virtual interfaces, one connected to the control network and the other
connected to the experiment network (thus connected to the OpenFlow network).

In Figure 4(b), is represented a NetFPGA Server, in which is recommended to install CENTOS to
execute the netFPGA driver and OXA (OFELIA Xen Agent in dom0). The netFPGA is based on
the bitstream of a regular NIC, since it is known for not supporting SLICING as described at the
netFPGA website. This way, the netFPGA presents itself to the OVS (OpenVSwitch) as 4 regular
network interfaces named nf2c0, nf2c1, nf2c2, nf2c3. Also, the OVS that creates this OpenFlow
switch based on OpenFlow needs also to be connected to the Control Network, the same that
interconnects the FlowVisor (in the OFELIA Portal). All the rest of the Virtual Machines are
similar to the ones at the IBM Server, OXA VM and OMF VMs. We also designed a VM
specifically to be the monitor of physical and virtual resources based on ZenOSS. We list these
softwares:
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1. OpenVswitch: Open vSwitch is a production quality, multilayer virtual switch licensed
under the open source Apache 2.0 license. It is designed to enable massive network
automation through programmatic extension, while still supporting standard
management interfaces and protocols (e.g. Openflow, NetFlow, sFlow, SPAN, RSPAN,
CLI, LACP, 802.1ag).

2. OpenFlow NetFPGA: The OpenFlow implementation on the NetFPGA is availabe on
http://netfpga.org/foswiki/pub/NetFPGA/OneGig/ProjectsOpenFlowMPLSSwitch/open
flow_MPLS_switch.bit
and
http://netfpga.org/foswiki/pub/NetFPGA/OneGig/ProjectsOpenFlowMPLSSwitch/open
flow_MPLS _switch.tar. Whereas, in the IPv4 router, the Output Port Lookup stage
executes the longest preﬁx match (LPM) and ARP lookups, the OpenFlow Output Port
Lookup stage does matching using the 10-tuple described on OpenFlow reference. The
OpenFlow Lookup stage implements the ﬂow table using a combination of on-chip
TCAMs and oﬀ-chip SRAM to support a large number of ﬂow entries and allow
matching on wildcards.

5.3 FIBRENet - Design of network connections for integrating the
islands
The development of the proposed interconnection of experimental environments (sites) began
with an analysis of the available infrastructure that consists of a national backbone,
metropolitan networks and campus networks. The backbone of the Brazilian National
Research and Education Network (RNP) called Ipê network is the first academic optical
network in Latin America, opened in 2005 by RNP. The Ipê backbone network is designed to
ensure not only the bandwidth required for usual internet traffic (web browsing, email, file
transfer, etc.) but also the use of advanced applications and services and experimentation. The
infrastructure encompasses 27 Points of Presence (PoPs), one in each state, plus branches to
serve more than 500 educational and research institutions across the country, benefiting more
than 3.5 million users.
In 2010, the Ipê network experienced a qualitative leap, reaching the aggregate capacity of
233.2 Gbps, an increase of 280% compared to the previous aggregate capacity. In this new
network, which is the sixth generation of backbone operated by RNP, Figure 5, multigigabits
speeds (up to 3 Gbps) are available for 24 of the 27 PoPs. The increase was the result of a
cooperation agreement between RNP and the telecommunications company Oi, which agreed
to provide the transmission infrastructure in optical fibers for non-commercial use and
participate in projects Research & Development (R & D) of common interest.
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Figure 5 - RNP Topology
Agent integration of academic initiatives in Brazil and Latin America, RNP has a important role
in Latin American Cooperation of Advanced Networks (RedCLARA). Ipê has a network
connection of 1.45 Gbps network with this initiative, which currently includes 15 countries in
Latin America. Additionally, through a 20 Gbps connection operated in partnership between
RNP and the Academic Network at São Paulo (ANSP), Ipê network connects to other
international academic infrastructure, such as Internet2 North American, Géant European, and
commodity Internet.
RNP fiber optic transmission physical infrastructure, Figure 6, consists of rings that give
the national optical network physical redundancy and high transmission capacity. But
cooperation with the telecommunications company Oi has some important limitations for the
proposed interconnection because the RNP backbone has no fiber and no wavelength
available in its infrastructure.

Figure 6 - RNP Physical Topology

Metropolitan networks will also be part of the project of interlinking of experimental
environments. RNP coordinates an initiative of the Brazilian Ministry of Science and
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Technology (MCT) called Community Networks for Education and Research (Redecomep),
Figure 7, which aims at implementing high-speed networks in metropolitan areas served by
the RNP Points of Presence. The model is based on the deployment of an infrastructure of
owned fiber optics connecting higher education and research institutions and the formation of
a consortia among participating institutions to ensure their self-sustainability.

Figure 7 - Metropolitan Networks (RedeComep)

Another infrastructure that will be part of FIBRE is the GIGA Network, a high-speed
experimental network implemented and coordinated by CPqD, in partnership with the
National Education and Research Network (RNP), with funding from the Fund for the
Technological Development of Telecommunications (FUNTTEL). Project GIGA´s mission is to
promote technological innovation of networks and telecommunications services oriented
Internet through applied research, development and testing and validation.
The GIGA network allows for researchers and developers to participate or connect to
other national or international networks, experimenting and validating network technologies
at nearly all the layers, be them evolutionary or disruptive, from Project GIGA or not, in
conditions closer to those faced by business operators and service providers.
For the first mile connectivity we did a site survey requesting of each partner to
provide information regarding the available connectivity from the laboratory (local island) to
RNP’s PoP (Point of Present) site, specially checking for the availability of unlit dark fiber
between the two points.

Table 4 - First Mile Connectivity Site Survey (Task 2.2)
Institutions
Island
Location
Direct
optical
connections

UFPA

UFPE

Server
Lab.
room
GERCOM
Cln
YES

YES

USP
LARCUSP

YES

UFG

UFF

UFRJ

CPD
Lab.
Lab.
CERCOMP Midiacom LAND

YES

NO

NO

CqPQ

UFSCar

RNP

Room
LIP/LQS
IDC
Server DC
lab.
PoP-DF
UFSCar
YES

NO
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Optical Fiber
Available

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

Intermediate
network

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

GIGA

GIGA

GIGA

KYATERA

Based on the first mile connectivity information and analysis requirements presented in D2.1,
it was proposed that the connections between the islands had management and configuration
autonomy. Therefore, it was proposed the deployment of a FIBRE edge equipment at each
RNP PoP that will interact with the RNP backbone equipment, and to which each island would
be connected either directly or indirectly through metropolitan or campus networks. This was
necessary because the creation of circuits between the PoPs is restricted to the RNP
engineering team. In this proposal, called FIBRENet (FIBRE-BR Network), RNP becomes a
national provider of physical infrastructure for FIBRE, where the FIBRENet equipment will
create circuits island-to-island.
Figure 8 shows the entire FibreNET. The seven points will be interconnecting all the Fibre sites
to RNP using hybrid switches.

Figure 8: FIBRENet (FIBRE-BR Network)
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"This work makes use of results produced by the FIBRE project, co-funded by
the Brazilian Council for Scientific and Technological Development (CNPq) and
by the European Commission within its Seventh Framework Programme.”
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